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Wasiyyah wajibah (binding will) is legislated by the law for unprivileged grandchildren due to 
death of their father during the lifetime of grandfather whereas other grandchildren, i.e. cousins, 
stay solvent. Contemporary Muslim scholars disagree on the obligatory status and category of 
inheritors of wasiyyah wajibah as well as confusion appears over its consumption among Muslim 
society. Hence, this study using an analytical method, aims to examine the legitimacy of wasiyyah 
wajibah and its parameters. The most important finding of this study is that wasiyyah wajibah is 
legitimate due to grandchildren’s sustenance and it is binding (wajibah) due to the authority of 
law as the judgment of ruler settles the dispute. Thus, its legitimacy abides by the general 
principles of Islamic law. The study also concludes that the obligation of wasiyyah has been 
abrogated by the verse of inheritance only for the parents and relatives who inherit from the 
deceased’s legacy, not for the parents and relatives who are deprived from the deceased. 
Wasiyyah wajibah shall abide by the fundamentals of wasiyyah in Islamic law and the deceased’s 
volume of legacy will be the benchmark of the portion of grandchildren. Finally, wasiyyah 
wajibah signifies the social justice and social solidarity of Islamic inheritance law (fara’id). 
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Estate planning is the writing of wills and nominations as a means of wealth distribution after 
one’s passing on (Puad, Rafdi, Sanusi, & Sarip, 2018). It is one of the fundamental elements of 
wealth planning and management in Islam. Wealth must be acquired in a lawful way that does 
not contrary to the Islamic law. Also, Islam encourages Muslims to spend and donate their 
wealth in the path of Allah. Once the wealth has been accumulated, it is necessary for Muslims 
to inherit their wealth after their death according to the inheritance system (Kamarudin & 
Muhamad, 2018).  
Islam emphasizes wealth management to the extent that preservation of wealth is 
considered one of the five essential objectives (daruriyyat) of Islamic law (Qaradawi, 2008). 
Hence, Islam prescribes laws for distribution of wealth and estate planning which is known as 
“Islamic Inheritance law” or in Arabic ‘fara’id’. Fara’id is built on a solid foundation. 
According to Muhammad Imarah, statutory portions of inheritance (furud) are based on any of 
three standards: closeness relation, time of generation and financial responsibility (Sultan, 
1999) which does not exist in any other inheritance system. For this reason, the fara’id system 
is characterized by moderation, balance, justice, comprehensiveness, comparison, obligation 
and permanence (Awang, 2008). 
The guiding principles for Islamic estate planning help to ensure transfer of wealth by 
the wish of the giver or deceased in accordance with the shari’ah. There are some means of 
transferring wealth and estate stated in the holy Qur’an and Sunnah which are wasiyyah waqf, 
hibah, statutory portions (furud) and so on (Puad et al., 2018). The estate planning should be 
prepared for two elements of time, during the lifetime by waqf, hibah, etc. and upon death by 
wasiyyah, furud, etc. (Rashid, Hassan, & Yaakub, 2013). There is no restriction for Muslims to 
transfer their properties during their lifetime. However, upon the death the transferring estate 
automatically becomes subject to fara’id and wasiyyah (Suhaili, 2010). 
Wasiyyah is not something newly prescribed in Islamic law. The Roman, Greek, etc. 
also used to practice wasiyyah as a tool for wealth management and estate planning, though 
they passed many stages in the evolution of wasiyyah practice. The pre-Islamic Arab nation 
also was familiar with the inheritance and wasiyyah, albeit they had some unjust and 
unreasonable practices in this regard. Generally, there were three reasons for inheritance in the 
pre-Islamic Arab nation which are the relatives, alliance and adoption (Mansur & Hamzah, 
n.d.).    
Although execution of wasiyyah becomes obligatory upon it is made, it is generally a 
voluntary action for the Muslim to make wasiyyah upon or before his demise (Sarakhsi 1989, 
Zayla’i 1393H, Ibn Nujaym 1997a, Hattab 1995, Ibn Qudamah 2004). Wasiyyah wajibah is 
applied for grandchildren to get their portion from the inheritance of their grandfather in case 
of their father’s death during the lifetime of grandfather. It is mandatory by law in some most 
Arab countries such as Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Emirates, Yemen, Tunisia, Morocco, 
Sudan, Algeria as well as some non-Arab countries such as Malaysia and Indonesia, Singapore 
and so on.  
Despite the justice of fara’id distribution and the social solidarity of wasiyyah some 
grandchildren remain unprivileged. In order to solve this problem, the law obligated a portion 
of deceased’s legacy amounted wasiyyah to be given for such unprivileged grandchildren. At 




this very point, debate exits among contemporary Muslim jurists regarding the obligatory status 
of this wasiyyah wajibah. Some scholars allow it whereas some others do not. The consequence 
of this debate is halal (permissible) or haram (prohibited) that greatly concern Muslims. In 
addition, those who legitimize it, confine it to a specific category of inheritors i.e. the 
grandchildren despite the priority in wasiyyah was given to parents first and then to relatives as 
stated in the holy Qur’an. In spite of the permanent nature of the fara’id laws, there are some 
cases that provide rooms for re-thinking and re-consideration under the shade of ijtihad in order 
for shari’ah to go along with the necessities of people and to solve their problems. Accordingly, 
wasiyyah wajibah requires re-thinking in order to ensure social justice and well-being for the 
deprived grandchildren of same status and to remove confusion over its legitimacy in the light 
Qur’an and Sunnah as well as the spirit of shari’ah.  
This study intends to examine the legitimacy of wasiyyah wajibah along with the 
discussion on its parameters and other requirements. It employs an analytical method to discuss 
the essentials of wasiyyah wajibah based on the textual evidences as well as the opinions of 
classical and modern scholars. The study contains discussion on the definition and essence of 
wasiyyah wajibah, along with the investigation of authority, conditions, and amounts of 
wasiyyah wajibah. It also analyzes the ways to extract wasiyyah wajibah from the inheritance.   
    
MEANING AND DEFINITION OF WASIYYAH  
 
Wasiiyah is basically a form of donation and charity work. It means making a will for the 
specified beneficiaries. Literally it gives the sense of relation between two things. Making an 
wasiyyah of something for someone means making a relation between the beneficiary and the 
thing donated. A productive land is called ‘ard wasiyah’, i.e. the land that is attached with plants 
(Razi 2008, Ibn Manzur 1990, Fayyumi 1323H). As a verbal noun wasiyyah refers to action of 
the person who makes the will (musi) as the Qur’an mentions “o ye who believe, when death 
approaches any of you, take witnesses among yourselves when making bequests” (5:106). 
Wasiyyah also refers to the item given through it (musa bihi) as the Qur’an states “after the 
payment of legacies and debts” (4:11). Thus in literal sense wasiyyah means to determine, to 
command, to recommend, to connect and so forth (Firuzabadi 2005, Ibn Manzur 1990, Fayyumi 
1323H).  
Technically, Hanafi School defines wasiyyah as transferring ownership of asset or 
benefit voluntarily which will be effective after death of the donor (Zadah 2003, Ibn Abidin 
1998). The clause of being voluntarily eliminates the possibility of sale, lease etc. as it occurs 
with consideration. Also, the condition of being effective after death removes the confusion of 
hibah as it is transferring ownership voluntarily in the lifetime of the donor. Maliki School 
defines wasiyyah as contract that establishes the right in one third of the wealth of the 
contracting party which will be effective upon his death (Dasuqi 2003, Dardir 2003). 
Nevertheless, Shafi’i School defines wasiyyah as donating the right related, though implicitly, 
to the duration after death (Ansari 2001, Sharbini 2006, Ramli 1993), while Hanbali Shool 
defines wasiyyah as the dealing or instruction to deal after one’s death or donating the wealth 
for the duration after death (Bahuti 1997, Ibn Qudamah 2004). From these definitions it is found 
that wasiyyah is making a will for donation and wealth dissemination which is confined to one 
third of one’s property and which will come to effect after demise of the donor.  




THE AUTHORITY OF WASIYYAH 
 
Wasiyyah is verified by the Qur’an, Sunnah, and scholarly consensus. The Qur’an states ‘it is 
prescribed when death approaches any of you, if he leaves any goods that he makes a bequest 
to parents and next of kin, according to reasonable usage; this is due from Allah-fearing’ 
(2:180). Before the ruling of inheritance making a will for the parents and next of kin was 
obligatory. However, after the ruling of inheritance the obligation of wasiyyah is removed but 
it remains lawful and recommended subject to some conditions. Even for its importance, 
wasiyyah is prescribed before the settlement of the debt as the Qur’an mentions ‘the distribution 
of inheritance is after settlement of the will and debt’ (4:11, 12). In addition, it is recommended 
to take witnesses upon making wasiyyah as the Qur’an mentions ‘“o ye who believe, when 
death approaches any of you, take witnesses among yourselves when making bequests” (5:106). 
The validity of making wasiyyah is inferred explicitly from the command of taking witnesses 
to that. 
The Prophet (pbuh) says ‘it is not right for any Muslim who has anything to bequeath 
that he may pass even two nights without having his will written’ (Bukhari, Muslim). This 
narration encourages making the will by everyone who has capacity for that. The Prophet 
(pbuh) also mentions ‘he who dies with a will, has died in way of Allah and the Sunnah, and in 
fear of Allah and martyrdom, and dies while his sins are forgiven’ (Ibn Majah). When the 
companion Sad ibn Abi Waqqas R. intended to make wasiyyah for two thirds or half of his 
properties the Prophet (pbuh) stopped him and made the wasiyyah valid for up to one third 
(Bukhari, Muslim). Thus, the Sunnah also validates the wasiyyah.  
The validity of wasiyyah is also verified by unanimous agreement of the scholars. All 
Muslim jurists unanimously agree that making a will for anyone except the heirs up to one third 
is valid and lawful (Ibnul Mundhir 1997, Kasani 2005, Zayla’i 1393H, Ansari 2001, Ibn 
Qudamah 2004).  
 
LEGAL STATUS OF WASIYYAH IN ISLAM 
 
Concerning the legal status of wasiyyah in Islam, Muslim jurists agree that before the provisions 
of inheritance it was obligatory for everyone to make wasiyyah with all properties for the 
parents and the relatives (Kasani 2005, Sharbini 2006, Ansari 2001, Bahuti 1997, Zuhayli 
2001). Al Qur’an says ‘it is prescribed when death approaches any of you, if he leaves any 
goods that he makes a bequest to parents and next of kin, according to reasonable usage; this is 
due from Allah-fearing’ (2:180). However, after the provisions of inheritance, scholars differ 
in opinions regarding its legal status. The majority of the scholars including Hanafi, Maliki, 
Shafi’i and Hanbali Schools opine that generally wasiyyah is (mustahabb) recommended, yet it 
is obligatory for settling the debt, returning others’ deposits, as well as for paying outstanding 
zakah (Sarakhsi 1989, Zayla’i 1393H, Ibn Nujaym 1997a, Hattab 1995, Ibn Qudamah 2004). 
However, Daud Zahiri opines that wasiyyah is obligatory for the relatives who do not inherit 
while Ibn Hazm opines that wasiyyah is obligatory on everyone who leaves property and riches 
(Ibn Hazm 1900, Ibn Qudamah 2004).  
In fact, the legal status of wasiyyah in Islamic law would be different subject to the 
relevant circumstances. Making wasiyyah is obligatory for any negligence in the rights related 




to Allah swt, such as zakah, hajj, expiation (kaffarah), vows, etc. It is also obligatory for the 
rights related to the humankind that cannot be known except by the deceased like someone’s 
deposits or usurped assets in his hand, or someone’s debt on him and so forth. Wasiyyah is the 
only way to fulfil these obligations and thus what is indispensable for any obligation it also 
would be obligatory. 
However, in other cases making wasiyyah is recommended (mustahabb) such as 
wasiyyah for God closer activities like building mosques, keeping them alive, wasiyyah for 
students and so on. This recommendation is subject to that the donor (musi) should possess 
enough wealth to make wasiyyah with that along with the bequest. Also, such wasiyyah shall 
be for the next of kin who is poor and does not inherit. Sometimes making wasiyyah becomes 
mere permissible (mubah) such as wasiyyah for the next of kin who is rich, or for the stranger, 
or for the friend, or making wasiyyah to establish the rights of the people.  
Nonetheless, making wasiyyah is not recommended for the people other than the 
inheritor(s) particularly when they are poor and needy. Also, it is not recommended for the 
activities that are not recommended in shari’ah. In addition, making wasiyyah is prohibited if 
it is made for prohibited activities and impermissible motivations. Also, it is prohibited to make 
wasiyyah for one’s inheritor(s) in more than one third properties (Az’ar 2008). 
 
DEFINITION AND ESSENCE OF WASIYYAH WAJIBAH   
 
The meaning of wasiyyah has been discussed earlier. Wajibah means compulsory, obligatory, 
required and so forth (Razi, Fayyumi). As a technical term, the classical scholars did not define 
wasiyyah wajibah as it is newly discovered in the present time by the Family Law. However, 
the contemporary scholars have some definitions of it which are quite close to each other. 
Sultan (2006) defines wasiyyah wajibah as a fraction of property that the grandchild of 
the deceased deserves it when his father dies in the lifetime of his grandfather, and thereafter 
he takes the portion of his father the same as he lives which shall not exceed one third and that 
is required by the law. Khalifah (2009) defines wasiyyah wajibah as the obligatory wasiyyah in 
one third of the legacy for the child of the deceased’s son who died in deceased’s lifetime or 
died with him though legally.  
So, wasiyyah wajibah is something required by the law for the next of kin who does not 
inherit like the grandchild from son and daughter within the ambit of one third of the legacy. 
To execute this wasiyyah, no initiation is required. If the deceased initiates it by his free will it 
would be executed, and if he ignores it would be executed by the legal judgement. 
Basically, making wasiyyah is recommended in Islamic law, though it would be 
obligatory, recommended, permissible, not recommended and prohibited based on the relevant 
circumstances and conditions. Making wasiyyah is obligatory by shari’ah for the rights, assets, 
and fixed debts as well as for zakah, expiation, and ransom, etc. which are outstanding. In these 
cases, wasiyyah is made obligatory by shari’ah because they are more likely ignored after his 
death and remained in the deceased’s liability. Though making wasiyyah is obligatory here by 
shari’ah, the essence of wasiyyah remains optional and discretionary as it shall be made by the 
free will of the deceased. Thus, no fraction of the deceased’s properties shall be taken out as 
wasiyyah unless the deceased initiates it before his demise. 
 




Wasiyyah wajibah is a new form of wasiyyah made obligatory by law as the law 
executes it not the religion. The law obligates this wasiyyah in the deceased’s properties for 
those who are stipulated in legal provision, irrespective of whether the deceased makes 
wasiyyah for them and the inheritors accept it. This is basically made obligatory for the group 
of relatives who do not inherit because of having someone above them who block them from 
bequest. 
The Egyptian Law of Will is the premier in this connection. Wasiyyah wajibah is 
enacted by Egyptian Law in 1946, followed by the Syrian Family law in 1953, Tunisian Family 
law in 1956, Moroccan Family law in 1958, Palestinian law in 1962, Kuwaiti law in 1971, 
Jordanian law in 1976 and so forth (Az’ar 2008).  
 
THE AUTHORITY OF WASIYYAH WAJIBAH IN ISLAMIC LAW    
 
Wasiyyah wajibah, as practiced nowadays, is verified neither by any explicit text of the Qur’an 
nor by the Sunnah of the Prophet. Also, none of the classical scholar and nor any known School 
of Islamic law advocates this type of wasiyyah. Yet, it is the discretionary judgement (ijtihad) 
of the contemporary scholars. 
However, proponents of wasiyyah wajibah try to relate it with the legal (shar’i) 
evidence. In terms of being obligatory they rely on the verse of wasiyyah. Also, they rely on 
the opinion of Ibn Hajm as well as some views of the companions and their followers who opine 
that making wasiyyah is obligatory for the next of kin who does not inherit. Moreover, wasiyyah 
wajibah is underpinned by Islamic legal maxims and noble objectives of the shari’ah.  
The Qur’an mentions ‘it is prescribed when death approaches any of you, if he leaves 
any goods that he makes a bequest to parents and next of kin, according to reasonable usage; 
this is due from Allah-fearing’ (2:180). This verse clearly states that making wasiyyah is 
obligatory for the parents and next of kin. This obligation has been rescinded by the verse of 
inheritance for the parents and next of kin who inherit from the deceased. However, the 
obligation of making wasiyyah still remains for the parents and next of kin who do not inherit 
from the deceased (Tabari 2001, Ibnul Arabi 1988, Qurtubi 1372H).  
The Prophet (pbuh) says ‘it is not right for any Muslim who has anything to bequeath 
that he may pass even two nights without having his will written’ (Bukhari, Muslim). This 
hadith clearly instructs the obligation of making wasiyyah.  
Furthermore, there are maxims in Islamic law that allow the ruler to restrict the 
permissible actions as long they secure the public interest, and essentially the instruction of the 
ruler should be followed and his command initiates the legal ruling in Islamic law (Ibn Nujaym 
1980b, Suyuti 1979). Likewise, it is permissible for the ruler to specify next of kin as the 
grandchildren of the deceased and to give them the portion of their father in the legacy as if he 
lives (Sartawi 2000, Wih 1999). 
   
SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF WASIYYAH WAJIBAH 
 
Basically, wasiyyah wajibah is legalized to solve the problem of the children who die in the 
lifetime of their fathers and leave their  children  behind. Pursuant to the wasiyyah wajibah the  
 




grandchildren shall be given the portion of their father in the inheritance. This helps them to get 
out of the poverty and tight living while their uncles are in richness and happy living. 
So, the lawfulness of wasiyyah wajibah responds to the miserable situation that arises 
due to deprivation of the grandchildren from the inheritance, whose father dies in the lifetime 
of their grandfather. Thus, wasiyyah wajibah reduces the suffering of the orphans as much as 
possible so that this suffering does not come together with the suffering of deprivation from 
inheritance. 
Wasiyyah wajibah also contributes to uphold the existence of the family with a balanced 
distribution of wealth among the family members, particularly when due to early death of the 
father the respective children become underprivileged while their cousins stay solvent and well-
off. Moreover, wasiyyah wajibah is a legally verified way that establishes social justice and 
mutual cooperation in the community and removes harm and hatred from the society. Finally, 
it safeguards the grandchildren from decay when their father dies before their grandfather 
(Az’ar 2008).  
 
CONDITIONS FOR WASIYYAH WAJIBAH 
 
The validity of wasiyyah wajibah is subject to certain conditions. Some conditions are related 
to the descendent that deserves wasiyyah wajibah while some others are related to the child 
who is dead, as follows: 
  
Firstly: Conditions Related to the Descendent that Deserves Wasiyyah Wajibah: 
 
First: To be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah one should be the descendent of the deceased.  
Second: The descendent who deserves wasiyyah wajibah shall not inherit from the grandfather. 
If he inherits whether being the Qur’anic heir like the daughter of the son or being the agnates 
like the son of the son, such descendent shall not be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah. This is 
irrespective of whether the portion of inheritance is little or much. Actually, wasiyyah wajibah 
is legalized to compensate what the descendent misses up from inheritance. Since the 
descendent entitles to bequest and becomes the inheritor then no point exists for the law to give 
him anything beyond inheritance (Abu Zuhrah 1988, Qasim 1987, Barraj 1999). The examples 
below illustrate many scenarios related to wasiyyah wajibah: 
  
Example 1: Deceased leaves behind two sons and one grandson (son of a son) whose father 
died before his grandfather. Distribution is as follows:   
 
Deceased 
Two sons  Grandson (whose 
father died before 
his grandfather) 
All the inheritance 
after paying wasiyyah 
wajibah and other 
liabilities (if any).  
Wasiyyah wajibah 
up to 1/3 of the 
inheritance  
 




Example 2: Deceased leaves behind a father, two daughters, one granddaughter and one 
grandson from the son.  Distribution is as follows:   
 
Deceased 
Father   Two 
daughters  
One granddaughter and one 
grandson 
1/6 2/3 They will get the balance as 
agnates. Thus, no wasiyyah 
wajibah for them as they already 
have the portion in inheritance.   
 
Example 3: Deceased leaves behind a daughter, one grandson and one granddaughter from the 




daughter   
One grandson and one 
granddaughter from the son 
½ They will get the balance as 
agnates. Thus, no wasiyyah 
wajibah for them as they 
already have the portion in 
inheritance.   
 
Third: The deceased grandfather shall not grant anything in his lifetime to the descendent 
without compensation that equals to the wasiyyah wajibah. For example, he makes an wasiyyah 
for his grandchild equal to the portion of his father, or donates him from the inheritance that 
equals to the portion of wasiyyah wajibah, or makes waqf for him, or sells to him with a token 
price something that equals to the wasiyyah wajibah. In all these cases wasiyyah wajibah will 
not be applicable for the grandchild whose father died during the lifetime of grandfather. 
However, if the grandfather grants him less than what supposes to get from the inheritance, the 
balance can be taken from wasiyyah wajibah. But, if the grandfather donates him more than 
what assumes to get from wasiyyah wajibah, then the additional portion would be considered 
voluntary wasiyyah and accordingly the provisions of voluntary wasiyyah would be applicable 
thereto (Badran 1997, Qasim 1987, Barraj 1999, Ashqar 1997). 
Fourth: The descendent that deserves wasiyyah wajibah shall be alive upon demise of the donor 
(musi). 
Fifth: The descendent that deserves wasiyyah wajibah shall not be blocked by his principal, i.e. 
someone closer than him to the deceased. 
Sixth: The descendent that deserves wasiyyah wajibah shall not be banned from the inheritance 
per se. If he is banned from the inheritance due to being a killer or different in faith he will not 
be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah. Wasiyyah wajibah is actually a compensation for the missing 
portion of inheritance and in the case of being banned from inheritance there will be nothing to 
be compensated (Qasim 1987). 
Seventh: The wasiyyah wajibah for the grandchildren shall be equal to the portion of their 
father in inheritance if he is alive provided that it does not exceed one third of the inheritance 
(Abu Zuhrah 1988, Zuhayli 2001, Az’ar 2008).  




Secondly: Conditions Related to the Deceased Child: 
 
First: The deceased child (i.e. father of grandchildren) shall die in lifetime of the (muwarrith) 
benefactor (i.e. grandfather) really or legally or shall die with him. Since he is dead upon demise 
of the grandfather he shall not be entitled to bequest and accordingly his children also will be 
deprived from legacy of their grandfather. Hence, they will be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah. 
But, if the deceased child (father of grandchildren) dies after his father (i.e. grandfather of 
grandchildren) he will be entitled to legacy of his father and accordingly his children will be 
entitled to his legacy. Thus, they will not be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah (Qasim 1987, Abul 
Basal 1999, Ashqar 1997). 
Second: Assuming to be alive the deceased child (i.e. father of grandchildren) shall be entitled 
to inheritance in the lifetime of his father. Thus, there should not be any hindrance that prevents 
him to be inherited from his father. If he is prevented from the inheritance of grandfather due 
to homicide or difference in faith, his children will not be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah. 
Wasiyyah wajibah is legalized to compensate what the grandchildren miss from the inheritance 
due to demise of their father. Since their father does not have any portion from inheritance to 
be compensated, they will not be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah (Qasim 1987).     
 
WASIYYAH WAJIBAH AND VOLUNTARY WASIYYAH  
 
Wasiyyah wajibah encompasses a number of provisions that have been taken from general 
wasiyyah and inheritance. Thus, there will be some similarities between wasiyyah wajibah and 
voluntary wasiyyah as well as some differences too. Wasiyyah wajibah resembles the voluntary 
wasiyyah as both carry the same name. The amount of wasiyyah is the same for both types and 
that is one third only. Wasiyyah, whether wajibah (obligatory) or voluntary shall be given 
priority over the inheritance (Daud 1996). 
However, wasiyyah wajibah differs from voluntary wasiyyah in several ways. The 
voluntary wasiyyah is created by free will of the donor (musi) while wasiyyah wajibah is 
created by legal force of the law, even though the donor does not want so. In voluntary wasiyyah 
the donor determines the amount which shall not exceed one third while in wasiyyah wajibah 
the law decides the amount of wasiyyah. In addition, the voluntary wasiyyah needs the 
acceptance from the beneficiary while wasiyyah wajibah does not need that and it is established 
by the mere demise. Voluntary wasiyyah can be refused and returned back while wasiyyah 
wajibah cannot be returned. Moreover, voluntary wasiyyah shall be distributed according to the 
intention and condition of the donor while wasiyyah wajibah will be distributed based on the 
rules of inheritance. The beneficiaries of voluntary wasiyyah are not limited and it is valid for 
both next of kin near and far as well as for the public while wasiyyah wajibah is limited for the 
descendent of the deceased child. Finally, to execute wasiyyah wajibah shall be given priority 
over voluntary wasiyyah (Daud 1996, Abu Zuhrah 1988, Azizi 2003, Az’ar 2008).      
Nevertheless, in a case if wasiyyah wajibah comes together with voluntary wasiyyah, 
irrespective of whether it is related to the right of Allah or right of mankind or mix of both, then 
the law stipulates wasiyyah wajibah shall be given priority over voluntary wasiyyah, even 
though it is compulsory by religion like the ransom of fasting. This is because wasiyyah wajibah 
is stronger as it is necessary for humankind (Zuhayli 2001, Azizi 2003).  




If wasiyyah wajibah constitutes one third while the inheritors do not allow more than 
one third, in this case the candidates of wasiyyah wajibah shall take one third and nothing will 
be for the recipients of voluntary wasiyyah. However, if wasiyyah wajibah constitutes less than 
one third then the beneficiaries of wasiyyah wajibah shall take their portion completely, and the 
remaining from one third will be distributed among the beneficiaries of voluntary wasiyyah 
proportionately (Abu Zahrah 1988, Badran 1997, Sultan 2006).   
          
THE AMOUNT OF WASIYYAH WAJIBAH 
 
The law stipulates that the amount of wasiyyah wajibah will be determined according to the 
portion of the principal (father of grandchildren) in inheritance, assuming that he is alive, 
provided that such amount shall not exceed one third of the inheritance. However, some legal 
systems, such as Syria, Jordan and Morocco, confine wasiyyah wajibah to the grandchildren 
from the son only, not from the daughter. So, if the benefactor makes wasiyyah wajibah with 
more than one third then the additional portion will be considered the voluntary wasiyyah and 
will be subject to the approval of the heirs. If the heirs allow the wasiyyah in more than one 
third it will be executed, and if they do not allow it will be invalid in the additional amount. In 
a case where some heirs allow and some others disallow then wasiyyah will be executed in the 
portion of those who permit so. If wasiyyah wajibah is made in less than what they deserve 
from their benefactor then they shall be paid fully what they deserve. If no wasiyyah wajibah 
is made for them then essentially, they will be given that within the limit of one third. So, 
wasiyyah wajibah will be determined with what is smaller between the inheritance that the 
descendent receives should he live and the one third. If the inheritance is smaller than wasiyyah 
wajibah will be measured with that; otherwise it will be limited up to one third if it is smaller 
than the inheritance of the deceased son (Qadri 2006 , Badran 1997, Abu Zuhrah 1988, Daud 
1996, Zuhayli 2001). This is further illustrated by the following examples:  
Deceased leaves behind two sons and one grandson from another son who died in the 
lifetime of the benefactor.  Distribution is as follows:   
 
Deceased 
Two sons    One grandson from another 
son who died in the lifetime of 
the benefactor 
2/3 1/3 as wasiyyah wajibah and  
this is equal to the portion of 
his father should he live upon 
demise of the benefactor    
 
However, if deceased leaves behind three sons and one grandson from another son who 
died in the lifetime of the benefactor, then the distribution will be as follows:  










sons    
One grandson from another son 
who died in the lifetime of the 
benefactor 
¾ 1/4 as wasiyyah wajibah as it equals 
to the portion of his father should he 
live upon demise of the benefactor.  
If he is given 1/3 as wasiyyah 
wajibah then it will be more than 
what he originally deserves.  
 
WHO ARE ENTITLED TO WASIYYAH WAJIBAH 
 
The Egyptian and Kuwaiti laws specify that the beneficiary of wasiyyah wajibah is the 
descendent of the child who dies in the lifetime of his father or mother, irrespective of whether 
this child is son or daughter. So, the descendent of the sons will be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah, 
regardless of in whatever level they are. But, the children of daughter get wasiyyah wajibah 
only if they are of first level. 
On the other hand, the Syrian (1953, Article 59), Moroccan (1958, Articles 369-371) 
and Jordanian (1976, Article 182) family laws confine wasiyyah wajibah to descendent of the 
son only. So, the grandchildren from the son, grandchildren from the grandson and so on will 
be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah, provided that each principal blocks his descendent and does 
not block the other descendent. Every descendent deserves the portion of his principal only. 
But, the descendent of the daughter who died before her father or mother will not be entitled to 
wasiyyah wajibah (Abu Zuhrah 1988, Zuhayli 2001, Az’ar 2008).     
 
WAY TO EXTRACT WASIYYAH WAJIBAH AND ITS APPLICATIONS  
 
As discussed above, wasiyyah wajibah is subject to several conditions. The amount of wasiyyah 
wajibah shall not exceed one third as it is the ceiling permitted by shari’ah. Thus, wasiyyah 
wajibah shall abide by this rule. In addition, wasiyyah wajibah shall be executed as wasiyyah 
not the inheritance. Thus, it will be extracted from the portion of all inheritors and because of 
that the deduction will be made from shares of all the heirs without excluding anyone of them 
as it is wasiyyah, though by the legal judgment. Also, the amount of wasiyyah wajibah shall be 
equivalent to the portion of the child who died in the lifetime of his father and shall not exceed 
that. So, the extraction and execution of wasiyyah wajibah shall comply with these requirements 
(Abu Zuhrah 1988, Badran 1997, Zuhayli 2001, Barraj 1999).  
The Egyptian (1946, Articles 71-78), Jordanian (1976, Article 182) and Kuwaiti (1971, 
Article 5) family laws opine that wasiyyah wajibah shall be extracted as like the inheritance 
distribution while the deceased son would be considered alive and then whatever is allocated 
for him would be given to his children. For example, deceased leaves behind one wife, four 
daughters, one full sister, and one granddaughter from a son who died in the lifetime of his 
father. The distribution is as follows:  
   









One granddaughter of a 
son who died in the 
lifetime of his father 
One full 
 sister 
1/8  7/8,  
They will receive the rest of the 
inheritance as the agnates (asabah)  
Will not get 
anything  
 
If the deceased leaves behind $360 with one wife, mother, father, one daughter, one son 
and one granddaughter whose father died in the lifetime of the benefactor, then the wasiyyah 










whose father died in 
the lifetime of the 
benefactor 
$45 $60 $60 $39 $78 $78 
1/8 1/6 1/6 They will receive the rest of the 
inheritance as the agnates (asabah). 
The granddaughter receives portion of 
her father as wasiyyah wajibah 
assuming that he is alive which is less 
than 1/3 of total inheritance   
 
In general, the way to extract the wasiyyah wajibah can be summarized into three steps 
as follows:  
 
First step: the child that has died in the lifetime of his father will be assumed alive, and then the 
inheritance shall be distributed considering his existence as well as the presence of all inheritors 
so that each of them knows his portion if he is alive;  
Second step: this portion shall be taken out from the inheritance if it equals to one third, and 
then such portion shall be distributed among his children as like the distribution of inheritance 
following the principle of being the portion of one male equals to that of two females; 
Third step: after taking out the portion of wasiyyah wajibah the remaining of the legacy will be 
distributed again among the rest of the heirs without considering the child that was assumed 




Basically, wasiyyah is considered a voluntary action in Islamic law which has been prescribed 
to give a chance for the Muslims to compensate the good deeds that they miss in their lifetime.  
It is the law who obligates the wasiyyah that is more familiar with the term ‘wasiyyah wajibah’.  
Wasiyyah wajibah is basically legalized to address the issue of the underprivileged inheritors 
who are deprived from inheritance due to having someone closer than them to the deceased that 




prevents them from legacy. More specifically, wasiyyah wajibah provides a solution of 
sustenance for that grandchild whose father dies in the lifetime of his grandfather. Thus, he 
(grandchild) does not have any portion in the legacy (of grandfather) due to having his uncle(s) 
who is closer than him to his grandfather and who prevents him from inheritance as long as the 
fara’id law is concerned. Islamic law does not have any objection to accommodate something 
that secures public wellbeing without being contrary to its fundamentals. Thus, wasiyyah 
wajibah is valid by the tacit approval of Islamic law as it abides by the general principles of 
Islamic law. 
As discussed, wasiyyah is made obligatory for the parents and next of kin by the 
Qur’anic verse. This obligation has been repealed by the verse of inheritance for the parents 
and next of kin who inherit from the deceased. However, the obligation of making wasiyyah 
still remains for the parents and next of kin who do not inherit from the deceased. In addition, 
as the maxim of Islamic law advocates, the ruler is allowed to restrict any permissible action as 
long it secures the public interest. Thus, it will be permissible for the ruler to specify next of 
kin as the grandchildren of the deceased and to give them the portion of their father in the legacy 
as if he is not dead.  
Though wasiyyah wajibah is made obligatory by law, it shall abide by the fundamentals 
of wasiyyah in Islamic law. To determine the volume of wasiyyah wajibah the portion of the 
dead father is considered the yardstick. The grandchildren will get the equal volume of 
inheritance for their dead father assuming that he lives, provided that it shall constitute less or 
equal to one third of the inheritance. Thus, in any case the amount of wasiyyah wajibah shall 
not exceed one third of the inheritance, and if exceeds the grandchildren deserve up to one third 
only. Also, to be entitled to wasiyyah wajibah, the grandchildren shall not inherit in any case 
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